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WHAT IS HYLAURON
PEN? 

The Hylauron pen is a device that is used for no
needle fillers. It is a device that pressure launches

Hylauronic acid into the skin enabling to plump out
and rejuvenate the skin without the use of needles.

It can help reduce lines, wrinkles, enhance  and
plump out the lips.

 

Here at Salon N°10 I use a reputable brand of
Hylauronic acid and a CE CERTIFIDE DEVICE for

safety, effective measures and great results.
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▪ This is a dermal filler treatment without the use of needles
▪As shown in the diagram above you can see that with the Hylauron pen the

pressure from the device easily disperses the hyaluronic acid more evenly into
the skin avoiding lumpy textures or (pea like lumps) under the skin. 

▪ Helps to improve unwanted wrinkles
▪Add plumpness to naturally thin lips
▪ Great for those with needle phobias
▪ Less risk compared to injectable fillers

▪Can be used to enhance a number of areas: lips, Marionette lines(cheeks),
frown lines and tear troughs

▪ The Hylauron pen can also be used for placing vitamins and fat dissolvable
solutions into the skin.

▪ Adds volume and plumpness that we lose with ageing to provide a more
youthful apperance. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
HAVING A HYLAURON PEN

TREATMENT? 
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CONSULTATION 
▪Prior to receiving the Hylauron pen treatment you will be sent an online

consultation form and health questionnaire to fill out.

▪Then a complimentary no obligation consultation will be booked out to

discuss your requirements. 

▪During the consultation I will create a bespoke treatment plan ready for

the initial procedure and if you are happy to go ahead then the treatment

booking can be made. 

▪ With any hylauronpen treatment a £30 booking fee is required to secure

your booking. 
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TREATMENT 
▪The initial treatment can take upto 1hour 15minutes

▪ Two weeks post treatment you will be required to come

into the salon for your hylauron pen top up 

 procedure. This

keeps track on the progress and retention on the product

within the skin for longevity.

 

 
HOW LONG DO THE RESULTS
LAST? 
▪The Hylauron pen treatment results can last anywhere upto 
6-12 months. 
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HYLAURON PEN - NO NEDLE FILLER

Aftercare 

With any treatment that you receive at Salon
N°10 aftercare is always given and is so

important.
 

You will receive thorough aftercare advice by
your therapist.

 
You will also receive an aftercare e-file  which
will be sent to you  via email as a help guide to
help remind you if you forget so you maintain
and get the best results from your treatment. 



Book your consultation
online

www.salonno10.co.uk

Hylauron Pen No-Needle Filler 

Book your free consultation today!

Or
Call 01283 220406


